1.
Characteristics of the Analysis A close correspondence between syntax and morphology is assumed. Words are taken to be built in the syntax, using only the usual syntactic mechanisms. Furthermore, with respect to head movement, the surface order of morphemes in a complex head is assumed to reflect the order of head adjunction operations, as required by the Mirror Principle. Establishing the underlying hierarchy of Wolof's valence-changing morphemes will lead us to observe Mirror Principle violations, forcing us to abandon a head movement approach. Instead, phrasal movement must be appealed to. This approach will generate all the attested morpheme orders.
Blocking unattested affix orders will depend on the concept of complexity filters (Koopman and Szabolcsi 2000) . A complexity filter can be described as a lexically specified constraint on a head which requires its specifier at spell-out to not exceed a particular degree of complexity, defined here as the degree to which the feature to be checked is embedded. The concept of complexity filter will be taken up in greater detail at the point where it becomes relevant.
We argue that the range of Wolof valence-changing morpheme orders points to a single underlying hierarchy, namely: ImpCaus > Caus > Ben > Instr > V.
The analysis presented here thus contrasts with Buell and Sy (2004) , which uses a variable hierarchy to account for the various orders.
Simple Cases of Verbal Extensions
Here is a simple Wolof sentence, which we will use as a basis to illustrate the valence-changing suffixes:
(1) Faatu togg na jën wi. Faatu cook na fish the "Faatu cooked the fish."
The valence-changing suffixes we are concerned with are illustrated below: We will assume that these affixes are merged somewhere above the lexical verb, as illustrated below with the benefactive suffix:
While it is these suffixes we are concerned with in this article, other suffixes
exist, including a locative, subject and object argument absorbers, and a different causative suffix used only with stative verbs. The remainder of the article focuses on deriving the orders of different combinations of the Ben, Instr, Caus, and ImpCaus illustrated above. In (7) is an exhaustive list of the grammatical combinations of these affixes. In precisely the same way as before, in a head movement account, this requires Ben 0 to be higher than Caus 0 in the structure: BenP > CausP. At this point, then, it would appear that we have established three facts: BenP > CausP, CausP > InstrP, and InstrP > BenP. However, by transitivity, these "facts" lead to a contradiction. Assuming BenP > CausP and CausP > InstrP, by transitivity we deduce BenP > InstrP, which contradicts our earlier conclusion InstrP > BenP. Therefore, we need to look for some other diagnostic to find the underlying hierarchy. In so doing, we might want to take into account the fact that in four-affix combinations only one order is possible:
(12) V lu ImpCaus loo Caus al Ben e Instr 2 Certain combinations of affixes which result in the concatenation of two vowels undergo syncope or coalescence depending on the types of vowels that come into contact. In such cases, pronunciation is indicated in parentheses.
Given that we expect the increased number of affixes to lead to a greater degree of restrictiveness, it seems reasonable to take this order as indicative of the following hierarchy of merger for all Wolof verb forms:
Further evidence in support of the idea that the hierarchy in (13) As indicated by the bracketed paraphrases, the instrumental predicate can modify the lower predicate WRITE A POEM in (14a), but cannot modify the higher, causative predicate as attempted in (14b). Thus, there seems to be a fixed hierarchy for ImpCaus and Instr: ImpCaus > Instr. What this example shows is that the instrument modifies the predicate which is embedded by the predicate of causation. This would be entirely unexpected if Instr 0 was actually merged higher than Caus 0 . Assuming head movement would thus lead to admitting a Mirror Principle violation.
The form in (12) cannot be formed by head movement. Rather, it must be formed by moving the verb root to a position preceding the ImpCaus 0 head, the highest head in our hierarchy:
Most of the attested affix orders can, in fact, be derived in the very same fashion, as shown in the table (16), in which each of the morphemes used is numbered to make clearer the way the V (always the first head merged and hence In Zulu, as in other Bantu languages, the reciprocal suffix -an normally appears to the immediate right of the head whose argument it encodes. In (17a), -an encodes the direct object of the simple verb fihl "hide" and thus appears to its immediate right, while in (17b), -an encodes an applicative object and thus appears to the immediate right of the applicative suffix -el. These facts are easily captured by assuming the -an is underlyingly lower than applicative -el in (17a), but higher than -el in (17b). The observed morpheme orders are obtained by successive inversion (which could technically be implemented either with head movement or phrasal movement). For example, in (17a) we have the underlying The English and German phrases in (18) are assumed to be derived from the same underlying hierarchy in (18c), but the German inversion displays successive inversion while the English version does not exhibit any inversion at all. The full range of patterns of such verbal complexes in Germanic languages and Hungarian is treated in Koopman and Szabolsci (2000) . In that analysis, successive inversion of verbal complexes is assumed to take place unless something like a complexity filter prevents it. Our proposal is to derive all the Wolof orders in the same way as verbal complexes. Now that the hierarchy has been established, our next task is to find all the cases of successive inversion in Wolof. Using our hierarchy, there is only one case of total successive inversion in Wolof, namely V-e Instr -loo Caus : In this system, availability of successive inversion is expressed as the absence of complexity filters on any head to which a portion of the verbal complex raises. For our purposes here, a complexity filter constrains the degree to which the V 0 head can be embedded in this constituent. In (19c), the V 0 is not the head of the InstrP constituent that raises to the specifier of Caus 0 . But rather, the V 0 is in the specifier of this InstrP. And yet the surface structure in which this V 0 is embedded in the specifier of a specifier is grammatical. This indicates that loo Cau is not lexically specified for a complexity filter. Complexity filters are assumed to be constraints on specifiers, which is why the successive inversion in (19) has been implemented with phrasal movement rather than head movement. Now consider all of the forms containing lu ImpCaus above in (16). In all of these forms, lu ImpCaus immediately follows the verb stem. In other words, none of these forms use any degree of successive inversion. For example, for (16d), using successive inversion, we would get the morpheme order *V-loo Caus -lu ImpCaus , derived as follows:
(20) *V-loo Caus -lu ImpCaus Such an ungrammatical derivation is ruled out by assuming that lu ImpCaus has a complexity filter, meaning that while it requires a verb in its specifier at some point in the derivation, as in (21a), at spell-out the verb cannot be embedded more deeply in its specifier, as in (21b):
Similarly, in the form combining al Ben and e Instr , the former must immediately follow the verb. The ungrammatical order in (26b) is problematic for the simple reason that we have already established that loo Caus does not have a complexity filter. So, we must say that al Ben forces specifier extraction of VP, but why it should do so is not understood, given the ungrammatical structure in (25) and the grammatical orders in (26a). (25) Turning to the ungrammatical orders, the pure successive inversion form in (26c) is ruled out because al Ben has a complexity filter while the form would require the complex phrase [V+e Instr ] in its specifier. The pure stranding form in (26d) is ruled out, because partial successive inversion is possible, employed in the (26a,b) forms. As for (26b), V-e Instr -loo Caus -al Ben , assuming our fixed hierarchy, the bracketing must be [V-e Instr ]-loo Caus -al Ben. . This form respects the complexity filter on al Ben . (Recall that complexity filters are filters on surface representations, not on derivations.) [V-e Instr ] is extracted from the specifier of al Ben and moved to the specifier of loo Caus :
9.
Conclusion We have seen that using head movement to derive valence-changing affix orders in Wolof leads both to contradictions and to incorrect scopal predictions if the Mirror Principle is assumed. An alternative account employing phrasal movement and a fixed structural hierarchy was shown capable of deriving all the attested orders.
Problems encountered using the phrasal approach involved ruling out a few ungrammatical orders. However, this is not a particular disadvantage of our account over one which employs either head movement or a variable hierarchy, as any type of account will face the same problem.
Conversely, the phrasal account seems to have certain advantages. First, it allows us to maintain a close correspondence between morphological order and syntacic structure. Second, it allows us to treat cross-linguistic variation in valence-changing morpheme orders in the same way as verbal complexes, in which a similar range of orders is observed. And finally, a phrasal fixed hierarchical account presents the learner with fewer options, restricting the number of possible underlying hierarchies (a real problem if Mirror Principle violations are admitted), and, assuming the possibility of forming words in syntax, perhaps restricting the domain in which the learner must choose between derivations employing head movement and those employing phrasal movement.
